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10 billion husbands x reader

Cheeky Kid is a true blue casual player. As long as you're not watching anime or reading manga, chances are you're playing without thinking.10B Husbands: All Husbands List and Secret IllustrationsMasukachi Inc.An important warning before you continue reading this list: SPOILERS ALERT! The goal in this game is to marry all husbands
and unlock their secret illustrations. That said, you must be here because you're pretty impatient or very curious. However, I have already warned you so proceed at your own risk! This list contains basic information about all husbands available in the game. As an added bonus, all secret illustrations are shown here for your viewing
pleasure. Now go ahead and savor the time to marry all the husbands of 10B Husbands and unlock their secret illustrations. All husbands and their secret illustrations 1. Suit HusbandThe Husband Suit is a handsome man who always wears a suit. He feels very comfortable wearing formal, business and semi-formal outfits. He's always on
the move ready to close the next deal.2. Athlete HusbandThe athlete Husband is a young athletic whose energy levels are always so high. He was born to play sports. In fact, her youthful spirit gives her so much vitality that she could be the next superstar in the arena of the sports world.3 Hero husbandThe hero husband is a genuine
superhero. He has promised to protect everyone while saving the world from evil. No villain can do any bad faith with him boldly by patrolling and keeping a narrow clock on the state of the world.4 Husband dog lapThe husband of lap-dog is a type of very young appearance whose totality oozes tenderness. He's so adorable that everyone
can't help but hold him tight. It's very sweet as much as he likes desserts5. Rock HusbandThe Rock Husband is a full-time rock star! With its incredible electric guitar skills, you can captivate anyone's heart without fail. Music is his passion as well as his life. Nothing makes him more excited than playing his electric guitar at a rock concert.6.
Crazy HusbandThe Mad Husband is as crazy as they say. His crazy antics have earned everyone's admiration. It's unconventional and unrthodox! He's a maverick who stands out no matter where he is. This crazy person is definitely a unique individual!7. Scientist HusbandThe Scientific Husband is a jealous scientist who is always ready
to discover and learn new things. Knowledge is the most important thing for him. Love is second. The only way to get close to him is to have chemistry with him.8 Dancing husbandThe dancing husband loves to dance whenever he gets the chance he gets. He was born to dance. If he becomes your husband, you'll probably end up
dancing all the time. The good thing is that you two can dance romantic dances any time you both want.9 HusbandThe Playboy Husband is definitely a playboy. He likes to seek all kinds of pleasures in life. But that doesn't mean he's a bad person. Deep down, he's very affectionate and A little patience will be a long way if you become
your husband.10 Wild HusbandThe Wild Husband can't help but cast an aura of madness. Inside and out, it's wild! But just as it's wild, his instincts never fail when time needs them. He's super loyal and will love you until the end of time.11 Idol HusbandThe idol husband is a shining pillar of success. He's admired by everyone. In fact,
everyone in the world knows him. It's famous and wonderfully popular! If you want me to be your husband, make sure you can handle all the attention he gets uncontrollably.12 Samurai HusbandThe samurai husband follows the samurai code. He'll protect you at all costs, even at the cost of his life. If he doesn't protect you, he'll probably
commit hara-kiri. With that, it is very clear how overwhelmingly loving and loyal he is.13 Robot HusbandThe Robot Husband may be a robot made of metal, but that doesn't mean he's not able to love. In fact, the Robot Husband is the warmest robot of them all. He has the ability to love. For some reason, his love transcends all
boundaries.14 Prince HusbandThe Prince Husband is a real-blooded man who has been looking for the wife of his dreams forever. He's rich and has a multitude of loyal subjects. Once you get married, you two will be forced to rule everything.15 Space HusbandThe Space Husband is a man who came from space. No one knows about his
true identity. Even his educations are a total mystery. Only one thing is known about him: he is traveling through space to seek his only true love.16 Husband of HusbandsThe Husband of Husbands is the best among them all! She's as happy as her willingness to get married. Since he was born, his ultimate goal was to marry and become
the best husband in the entire universe. And here's the final secret illustration of the game: 10 Billion Husbands is an Android game that puts players in charge of finding as many husbands as they can and continuing to marry different types of husband. The game gives players love per second that can be used in order to level up their
existing husband types as well as go towards unlocking new types of husbands as well. There is also a side game called 10 billion wives as well. The ultimate goal seems to be to unlock all the many different types of husbands that the game has to offer, as well as click away furiously to keep the LPS (love per second) coming in thick and
fast. There are two versions of this game, which are free downloads from the Play Store. One of whom is 10 billion husbands and the other is 10 billion wives. We've been looking exclusively at the 10 billion-husband game, but 10 billion wives should play in a similar way. Once players have downloaded the game from the Play Store, the
game will give them a type introduction to the overall gameplay. This takes players through how to use the user interface, as well as how to unlock and level up their husbands too. Every time you tap on the screen and see that hearts appear around your fingertips, this is the one that presents your marriage record that some will find fun,
but it actually serves as an easy way to try to achieve that high goal of marrying 10 billion husbands. When you have enough LPS, you can choose a new husband from the list, which will have a fun avatar and a fun ironic generic title. The more of these different types of husbands you have moving in the background, the more LPS you
bring and the more future husbands you can unlock. There are many of these future husbands, and some of them will take a long, long time to unlock. Which is just as well, as this seems to be the ultimate goal of the game in general. Users can also level up their existing husband times, further increasing the amount of LPS they get each
time they submit a marriage record by furiously clicking. As players continue to advance through the game, they will be able to complete and unlock achievements, which is a good addition to a game like this.10 billion husbands is a free game, but everyone needs to earn money somehow, and with this, users can choose to buy more
Husbandplus, which is an element that enhances their LPS. In addition to this, however, there are some advertisements, including ads for other games from the same developer, which are not too annoying we assume. An ad that gets in the way a little bit is on the screen that people are going to use to check their ever-increasing totals.
The app's statistics page is a lot of fun, but there's a huge ad placed there, unfortunately. After spending time with 10 billion husbands I can understand their attraction, as well as the reasons why some players won't like it. Overall, however, it's a bit of fun that doesn't ask your players too much and doesn't take anything too seriously.
Clearly, there's a lot of Japanese influence here, and that's a good thing, as it will appear different from other games that are available here in the west throughout the Play Store. Anime avatars look good and the whole game has that kind of strange Japanese humorous atmosphere to him, with impressing a lot of people, and certainly
bought a smile on my face. The overall mechanics of simply clicking perpetually, however, is less than impressive, and I realized that there wasn't really much depth to it, but it's very addictive though. I didn't care much about notifications, which actually kept the game running in the background all the time, but aside from a few niggles here
and there, 10 billion husbands is a bit of fun. RatingsSpeed (3.5/5) – One thing I wanted to see an improvement with was the overall speed of the game, as sometimes I would have problems with a lot of LPS I was accumulating. Theme (4/5) – I enjoyed the fun anime graphics and the overall look of 10 billion husbands will attract anime
fans as well as those in the mood to different regardless of their tastes. Features (4/5) – The game may feel a little thin on the ground at first, but there is more than enough to keep casual players hooked, and it is quite addictive. Overall (4/5) – Although there is no masterpiece, 10 billion husbands looks good, works well and doesn't ask
too much of their players, making it an addictive game that is ideal for casual players and everyone else as well. ProsLooks well with some interesting music and sound effects as well as fun anime graphics. They don't tie players with complicated controls or anything like that, it's just nice and easy to play and works great, too. Fun
mechanical click game will keep players hooked and give some players a slight addiction, too. The classic game is the kind of thing that will appeal to casual players and those looking for a breath of fresh air. ConsMight does not satisfy those looking for deeper and such gameplay mechanics. It needed to run a little faster, as it stuttered
under multiple taps and a large number of LPS. All in all, 10 billion husbands is a fun game that doesn't try too hard, and doesn't ask its users too much. It's addictive, it looks good, and it's a bit of fun. It's not too serious, there's an opposite version with the women in it and while it may not be for everyone's tastes, it has a lot to do with it
and it should put a smile on most people's faces. Faces.
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